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paradisdiguit

my conception for a perfect guitar went beyond brilliant acoustics: it should 
look truly beautiful and be a pleasure to touch. thus i aimed for a distinctive 
design matching the high quality of materials and workmanship and 

suggesting by its very look the innovative features built into it. 
the look is a promise of what can only be heard.           

slide-controls for volume, 
polybass and free assignable 
functions

6 highly sensitive piezo pickups

welcome to paradis

rolf spuler

switches for program-presets



specifications
type semi-solidbody guitar
production handcrafted in switzerland, limited to 20 pcs/year
body-wood standard sipo-mahogany single piece
body-wood options flamed maple, birdseye maple, quilted maple, cherry, apple, bubinga, padouk
neck-wood standard solid indian rosewood
neck-wood option solid brazilian rosewood 50 years aged
finish standard natural oil/wax polish
finish options 2k-varnish uncolored or colored translucent, highgloss, pearlwhite satin and effects
tuning machines modified gotoh magnum lock
pickups proprietary single-string piezo
electronics 10-channel studio-type analog - class A preamplifier
polybass-processing 4-voices, latency-free, bottom priority
batteries 4 pieces aa, continuous operation approx. 20std
battery-electronics automatic switch-off/on
scale 648mm - 25½”
width at saddle nylonstring: 50mm - 2”, steelstring: 45mm - 1¾”
weight 2.25kg (standard mahogany)

removeable headcaps

nylon-string version

dropped-D-extension

MIDI
optional module 13R

•  connectivity to guitar-midi-devices 
    such as Axon or Roland

NATURAL
basic standard

•  natural acoustic sound
•  individual string gain control 
 for perfect balance
•  polybass suboctave processing
•  automatic power off/on

FireWire
optional module FW

•  direct connection to computers
•  low-latency, real-time processing
•  runs standard audio-programs
• PolySonic multichannel plugin by Mathons
•  stereo headphones/monitor out
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contact:
guitars design engineering gmbh | im halt 25 | CH-5412 gebenstorf 
welcome@rolfspuler.com | phone +41 79 673 1551

contact USA:
dennis hartmann | 3103 bernardo lane | escondido CA 92029

dennis@rolfspuler.com | phone: +1 760-735-8078

it’s not what you do, it’s the way you do it


